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README

Our Armory consists of all sorts of weaponized domestic hardware and infiltration 
devices (BadUSB power banks, speakers, keyboards, and even an entire BadUSB 

Framework), which are available as open-source projects

In this talk, we would like to present two of our newest Hardware Hacking experiments:

Smart Movement Sensors 

DeAuther Charges 📴

Surveillance Suite 👁
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LICENSE

These projects have open-source versions available at Github.

Pay us a visit at Github: dc5411/armory to see all of our open source 
projects.

Feel free to clone, contribute and build your own tools.

⚙



Sensors

Freeze! Don’t move!



Sensors

⚙ Hardware
ESP8266
Infrared Sensor
9v Battery
Power Switch
Disguise Case (3D printed, or an existing object)
Adhesive patch / double-faced tape

💾 Software
BCA’s Firmware
C2 Server: PHP + MySQL + BCA C2 WebApp (Docker-enabled)
Client: BCA Client WebApp or BCA Mobile APK



Sensors



Sensors

Procedure

🏃 Sensors need a WiFi connection in order to work.

🏃 Depending on the task, Operators can either use a phone as a hotspot to share its 
LTE connection via WiFi and bind the sensors (short coverage), or use a portable 
hotspot device for longer coverage.

🏃 Both the sensors and the phone will interact via the Command and Control Server 
(C2), located outside the premises.

🏃 Whenever something alters a sensor, it will send a push notification to the 
Operator’s mobile phone, and turn itself red in the WebGUI and/or the App.



Sensors

Database connection



Sensors

Database connection



Sensors

Database backend (phpMyAdmin)



Sensors

BCA’s firmware



Sensors

webGUI (Thin Client / Desktop)



Sensors

webGUI (Thin Client / Mobile)



Sensors

webGUI (Thin Client / Mobile)



Sensors

webGUI (Thick Client / Mobile)



Sensors

Final product (without case)



Sensors

Final product (without case)



Sensors

Advantages over common sensors

🏃 Open Source and affordable.

🏃 Scalable and extensible.

🏃 Smart, simple and intuitive User Interface.

🏃 Not tied to a single vendor-locked response (ring a bell, sound an alarm, etc). You 
can trigger any response, and extend the sensors capabilities by either adding custom 
affordable hardware (Arduino, for instance) or custom software.



Sensors

Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mYLjv-Neq5anpirCGPrCr0XPnyhj0YCk/preview


Charges

host is unreachable



Charges

⚙ Hardware
ESP8266
USB Power Bank
Power Switch
Case (3D Printed)
Adhesive patch

💾 Software
SpaceHuhn’s Firmware
BCA’s Firmware Patch



Charges

Spacehuhn’s firmware



Charges

Scans dashboard



Charges

Attacks dashboard



Charges

Final product without case



Charges

Size comparison with laptops



Charges

Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eQRaRXx6wZVWeYl4FoN3dE56JgaYxdMn/preview


Charges

Advantages over classic deployment model

📴 Battery-Powered, making it portable.

📴 Custom firmware adds translations, common local SSID names (for faking local ISPs) 
and simplifies certain operations.

📴 Custom discreet case allows easy and free deployment (adhesive patch allows 
sticking the charge to different surfaces like windows, walls, doors, furniture and more).

📴 Also, its standard size allows all sorts of cases to be used to disguise the charge, from 
wall sockets and electrical boxes to air fresheners, or vents.



Surveillance

This meeting is being recorded



Surveillance

⚙ Hardware
ESP32-CAM
USB Power Bank or 9v Battery
Infrared Sensor
Power Switch
Case (3D Printed)
Adhesive patch

💾 Software
BCA’s Firmware
C2 Server: Flask 



Surveillance

Product outline



Surveillance

C2 Server
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C2 Server



Surveillance

Recording script



Surveillance

Recordings



Surveillance

Recording in progress
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Recording in progress



Surveillance

Experimental feature: AI



Surveillance
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Surveillance

Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1z4kgwXiLeD1xkhhKHXm1XWuqqDGu8YFm/preview


Surveillance
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Conclusions, Q&A
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Conclusions

🧰 With the arrival of new embedded hardware and its almost infinite 
combinations, it is increasingly easy to create implements to our liking.

🧰 The use of this technology combined with open source software solutions 
gives a wide spectrum of movement and flexibility for creators.

🧰 Not only is the final result more economical, but the product's life span can be 
virtually infinitely extended, receiving updates and upgrades that closed, 
commercial hardware does not.
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Follow us

Twitter
@larm182luis | @MauroEldritch | @dc54111

Github
@MauroEldritch | @larm182 | @dc5411

This work is published on Github: 
github.com/dc5411/armory

Questions?


